
 

 

4v1 4 ZONE RONDO 

This 4v1 Rondo is a progression from the simple 4v1 square where players are assigned a 
side of the square. In this activity players must stay in their area but can move freely in 
their area. This activity can also be adapted and changed to make it challenging for more 
advanced players. 

 4v1 FOUR ZONE RONDO



SET UP & ACTIVITY 

Set up a pitch and divide it into four zones place 1 player in each of the rectangles or 
squares one defender will start in the middle of the pitch. 

The four players in the four zones must keep the ball away from the one defender. The 
player that loses possession of the ball switches and becomes the defender. The players 
are locked to their individual zone and can not leave that area.  

The player may move anywhere within their own zone. When the defender wins the ball 
they will switch with the player who lost the ball and take over their zone. 

• Size of your pitch and zones are key. For beginners you want to make the pitch and 
zones large enough to give the players some time and space to have success, you 
want to be careful not to make the square too big that they players are struggling with 
making a long pass across the zones. 

• If you want to make the Rondo more challenging for your advanced players simply 
make it smaller, sometimes we will even go down to a few yards so the players really 
have to have better control and quicker ball movement. 

COACHING POINTS 

• Players without the ball should be moving within their zone to make themselves open 
for the player with the ball and be as far from the defender as possible. 

• Play the ball quickly to a player in an open zone, just because the players have more 
space try to encourage them to keep the tempo up. 

• Receive the ball across your body with the back when receiving the ball from an angle. 
• Try to pass the ball to the most open player who is furthest from the defender. 
• Invite the pressure by holding the ball or playing a short pass and asking for the ball 

back. 
• Always be ready for the ball as you never know when you will receive it. 
• Disguise your passes to trick the defender. 



VARIATIONS/PROGRESSIONS 

• Adjust the size of your zones  to make it easier or harder. 

• Add a time constraint can the team keep possession for 30 seconds, 60 seconds? 

COMMON MISTAKES 

Players will stand in one spot and will not move or adjust to where the ball 
is passed and either not control the ball or not move and receive with the 
wrong foot. 
  
• Encourage players to be on their toes and ready to move sideways to be able to receive 

the ball with the back foot 
• Show them how to move sideways by sidestepping, shuffling so they keep the correct 

open body position. 

Players will not have the technical ability to pass and receive the ball and 
the Rondo will keep breaking down. 
  
• Got to give it time. Players that are new to this activity will not get it in the first session. 

Do not compare them to the Barcelona Rondos you have seen, this is an exercise that 
needs to be repeated week in and week out to start to see success. It’s not going to look 
good to start, you need patience and the players need practice and repetition.  

• Adjust the size of your square, make it smaller so the passes are shorter. 
• Have balls ready to play in to get the exercise going again quickly 
• Encourage them. Set a goal can you make two passes? Great can you make 3 passes 

now? 
• Give them quick technical pointers on passing the ball. 
• Maybe get them to use the sole of the foot to control the ball. 



Players do not move and use the space inside their zone. 

• Show players that they can move anywhere within their own zone. 
• Ask players where they think they could move in their zone based on where the ball and 

defender are. 
• Ask the players if they think they should be nearer to the centre of the pitch or more 

towards the corners of the pitch. 
• Encourage players to shield the ball and dribble in their zone if they are under pressure 

and there is no easy pass available. 
• Remind players who do not have the ball to move to a sauce to support the player who 

does have the ball. Make it as easy for the player with the ball to pass to you. 


